Welcome to the World of Astrology!

“Tantra Siddha Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji can
answer like a rational, and beyond…”
Esoteric Astrology Readings for you,your family and friends
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***This Website provides Predictions Consultations Daily Horoscopes ,
,

marriage
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compatibility(Guna Milap)/ match making , sun-sign compatibility , Nadi
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astrology , vedic astrology daily horoscopes, tarot readings, psychic
readings, Chinese astrology, Vedic Astrology, Mayan Astrology, gSowa-
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rigpa( the Tibetan system of medicine, astronomy and astrology) ,
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Numerology, Stock Market Astrology , iching , vaastu , Feng-Shui, Lal
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Kitab readings, Muharat , Lost and Found , Dreams Interpretation ,
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Questions and Answers, Planetary Influence , gems consultancy and
remedies for all your problems.***If you want to know about your future
destiny

Dr.Rupnathji
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Predictions on the basis of your horoscope erected with the help of your
facets

of

your

life
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date time and place of birth. Dr.Rupnathji will provide you insights into all
events

including

Health,

Education,
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Finance,Business, Career, Purchase of vehicle,Purchase of Property,
Romance and Marriage predictions, Child Birth,education, foreign travel
etc. with accurate timing of its happening.
***This is the ultimate destination for getting all kinds of genuine
Astrological Products. The range of Astrological Products, you will find
at this Website include Gemstones, Yantra ( Vedic Yantras,Gold plated
Yantras,Silver Yantras,Bhojpatra Yantras,Framed Yantras,Yantra Books
),
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Shaligrams,

Horse

shoe,Heera

,Shankh,

Cross,Narmedshwer Shivling,Lucky Gajraj, Parad ,Shvetark Ganpati, Kali
haldi ), kuber yantra, laxmicharan, protection mala, haatha jodi, parad
mala, firing hawan, parad pearl, mala shaligram, gold rose, leaf tray,

parad

charan,

parad

ganesha,

parad

laxmi

ganesha,

Navratna,

Rudraksha, pendants, lockets, Kavach, zodiac bracelets, Rudraksha
(Rudraksha Beads,Rudraksha pendants,Rudraksha bracelets,Rudraksha
rosaries,Rudraksha Collector), gemstone bracelets, Rosary Beads, Mala,
crystals, Vastu Pyramids, astrology related books, Feng Shui Products,
Laughing Buddha,Lucky Bells, Wind Chimes, Lal Kitab Products, Pooja
Items, Religious Jewelry, Parad , birthstones, Yantra Lockets, Divine
Idols,Parad Items,Vastu Items,Crystal Items,Astro Combos,Essential
Oils,Incense

Store,Astrology

Books,Spritual

Jwellery,Mantra

Cassettes,Daan Items etc.
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Gemstones available at Shastrishree Dr.Rupnathji include Amethyst
(Jamunia), Bloodstone, Blue Sapphire (Neelam), Blue Spinel (Neeli), Blue
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Topaz, Cats Eye (Lahsuniya), Citrine (Sunela), Emerald (Panna), Garnet
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(Tamara), Hessonite (Gomed), Jade, Kyanite, Lapis Lazuli, Malachite,
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Moonstone, Onyx (Sulemani Pathar), Opal, Pearl (Moti), Red Coral
(Moonga), Ruby (Manak), Star Ruby, Tiger Eye, Tourmaline, White Coral,
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White Sapphire, Yellow Sapphire (Pukhraj), Yellow Topaz and Zircon
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(Zirconia) etc.

Apart from these Astrological Products, this also boasts off a wide range
of other high quality Astrological gemstones such as emerald, ruby,
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yellow sapphire, amethyst, cats eye, hessonite, opal, pearl, zircon, blue
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sapphire, red coral, garnet, onyx, blue spinel, white sapphire, conch,
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silver coins, birthstones, etc. You can also order and buy Aquamarine
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Rings, Jade, Moonstone, Blue Topaz, Yellow Topaz, Lapis Lazuli, Star
Ruby, Tiger Eye, Bloodstone, Citrine (Sunela), Tourmaline, Malachite,
White Coral, and Kyanite, etc from Astrology.site11.com.
We holds high level of credibility and respect which it has earned over
the years by its constant performance to provide high quality and highly
effective Astrological Products.
Tantra Siddha Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji offer services that lead to
exploration and understanding of human mind in much better ways and
take one onto the path of peace on the basis of Astrology, Palmistry, Feng
Shuei and Mantras healing.

Gurudev Tantra Siddha Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji Is not only a great
astrologer but also a great philosopher who unlike traditional astrology
utilizes a scientific approach to give solutions to life’s greatest questions.
With the help of latest technology and the knowledge of Vedas ‘Tantra
Siddha Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji’ has been outstanding in his research
works and highly accurate in all his predictions and guidance. Tantra
Siddha Astrologer Dr.Rupnathji is well known all around the globe for his
accurate predictions and to the point analysis of various facets of life viz.
Education, Litigation, Property & Vehicle Purchase, Health, Travel, Career
& Financial prospects, Marriage/Romance/Divorce, Children, and
Longevity.
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May Astrology of Enlightenment (This Website) be a vessel where the Divine
enlightening energy can overflow in the hearts and souls of you, and of all people that
are open and receptive. May the energy of this beginning reach in the depth of your
soul and bring out the beauties and the potential that lies dorment, may the light of
astrology shine bright upon all our paths.
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Discover the Secrets to Achieving Physical, Mental, and Spiritual Well-Being.
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Tantra Siddha Maha Yogi Paramahamsa Dr.Rupnathji & This
Website is Your single source for professional astrology
consultations and charts; spiritual and intuitive healing;
channeled meditations and more.

